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Patina is a highly breathable natural “old-look” plaster, 

naturally bacteriostatic and fungistatic, available in the 10 

Warm Collection colours.

Patina is hand made by skilled decorators, and any 

distinctive marks and irregularities in the surface are proof 

of its refined and exclusive nature.

Patina is indicated for internal surfaces (walls); for all 

environments in the house, with the exception of shower 

cubicles and around kitchen units, and for all commercial 

areas, with the exception of showers interiors.

Patina gives environments an “old-look” style with great 

personality, creating a sense of unfinished and imperfect, 

that clothes the walls with charm and attraction. It simulates 

the effect of passing time that, by building up a characteristic 

patina, attenuates the original colours, adding unexpected 

shading or allowing underlying layers to shine through. 

The texture of Patina, which is soft to the touch and extremely 

beautiful, features ripples, marbling and vibrations in the 

material that are the fruit of imperfections typical of hand-

crafted products.

Patina (PA)
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Warm Collection

WR07

WR02

WR06

WR01

WR09

WR10

WR04 WR05

WR08

WR03
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Characteristics and technical information

Patina decorative cycle

Patina technology

Protection

—Mineral, eco-friendly decoration

—Contains raw materials of only natural 

origin—Breathable, it leaves walls free to 

breath and dilutes indoor pollutants

—Naturally bacteriostatic and fungistatic

—Safeguards the health of both people 

and the environment

—Easy to apply

—Mineral product (DIN 18363):Compliant

—Bacterial proliferation test (CSTB 

method): Naturally bacteriostatic and 

fungistatic, classified B+ and F+

—Reaction to fire (EN 13501): Cs1-d0 Class

1ST COAT

— Patina Base: Universal mineral coat2nd COAT

2nd,3rd COAT

— Patina: Highly breathable mineral “old-look” plaster

4th COAT

— Patina Finish: Water-based impregnating wax

Patina is an innovative material, the fruit of exclusive technology developed at the 

Kerakoll GreenLab R&D laboratories, which has resulted in a mineral plaster that has 

no equals among other decorative materials.

Protection of highly breathable, naturally bacteriostatic and fungistatic, natural “old-

look” plaster Patina®, obtained by eco-friendly water-based impregnating wax 

GreenBuilding Rating Eco 4 Patina® Finish by Kerakoll Spa applied with one or two 

coats with a brush. Patina®
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www.stoneseal.ie
info@stoneseal.ie

Unit 10-12 Willsborough Business Park, Clonsghaugh Technology Park, 
Dublin 17

018770436


